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He branched out from the music business after the huge success of Uptown Funk; Bruno Mars will produce the NBC comedy along with Empire producer Brian Grazer. The one-camera comedy was written by Brooklyn Nine Nine executive producer Prentice Penny and follows the timid 10-year-old as he moves in with his high-profile relatives in the Bronx.
The show has musical elements that partly explains mars' involvement. Apparently, Mars and Penny came up with the concept of the show together. Bruno Mars isn't the only music superstar to make the switch to the small screen last year. There seems to be a trend of artists who are becoming associated with television acting and production, particularly
television comedies. Nicki Minaj has just announced that she will appear in a television comedy based on her young life that comes to the ABC family, and then there's a paradoxically called Ordinary People based on the marriage of John Legend and Chrissy Teigen.So we already have a lot of amazing television coming our way, but is it possible that other
musicians will jump on this bandwagon and get into the TV game? I hope so. It seems a great way for artists with a great personality to share their creativity and express their artistic vision in a new way. Here are the other artists who must create television comedies, as well as some suggestions for their roles1. Miley CyrusJason Merritt/Getty Images
Entertainment/Getty ImagesMiley now has a distinctive visual aesthetic accompanying her music. I can imagine her bringing her vision to a show that probably fits in less on the Disney Channel and more on Adult Swim.2. SiaJonathan Leibson/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty Images I just want Sia's amazing mini-me Maddie Siegler to play her in some
avant-garde show. DrakeMatthew Stockman/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty Images With his constant stream of releases, Drake seems to have plenty of creative energy. Soon I have a feeling that he will want to get out of rap and maybe go back to his theatrical roots, although I can see him taking on a big role in the production.4 MadonnaMike
Coppola/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesIt's been a while since Madonna acted, but she seems very interested in comedy, which is with her recent stand-up for the foray. I'm sure she should release a comedy about a young Madonna that everyone will be watching, of course. Meghan TrainorROBYN BECK/AFP/Getty Images Singer's bubbly
personality and body positive message I see her bringing acting.6 Pharrell Sagliocco/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesPharrell has been heavily associated with the excellent dope comedy, so I can easily see him bringing his activism and likability to the TV show. Ed SheeranMark Sagliocco/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesEd has wacky
humor and some acting experience, and I can definitely see it starting with or a showbiz career.8. Carly Rae JepsenVivien Killilea/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesI can fully see her starring or be involved in a quirky fish-out-of-water comedy. Some people call it the route of zoe Deschanel. I think I'm greedy; Shouldn't there be enough comedies by
Bruno Mars, John Legend and Nicki Minaj? But until we get our young Madonna in the '80s sitcom, I won't be satisfied. What better way to celebrate the holidays than with a One Direction TV special, am I right? What could be more festive and touching than an exclusive concert, never-before-seen footage, and special performances from the new album Boys
Four? But, if you expect Harry Styles and the gang to be running around in Orlando singing Christmas songs for hours, think again. As wonderful as NBC's One Direction: TV Special will be, one thing is for sure: it won't be holiday themed. I know, I know; I was a little sad, too. Given that the TELEVISION special premieres on December 23, just the day before
Christmas, knowing that zane Malik, Liam Payne, Harry Styles, Louis Tomlinson and Nile Horan won't be dancing around the stage in Santa Claus hats might disappoint some of you. But don't worry too much because the special will still be pretty magical. Just how magical, you ask? Well, you'll have to tune in on December 23rd at 8 p.m. to judge for
yourself. However, as you look, you are bound to have a few questions about the entire event, questions that the TV special itself just won't be able to answer for you. That's where I come in. I attended the filming of the show, and make sure to keep an eye on the details that die-hard fans will want to know. Here are 11 questions you might have about the
One Direction NBC TV special, answered.1. What is all this? How did that happen? One Direction: TV Special includes a host of things that go beyond just a private concert at Universal Studios, which is what I attended. The concert itself was limited to about 3,000 guests (although it felt like much less), 300 of whom won the competition, which flew them to
Orlando, gave them concert tickets and gave them access to a host of other 1D surprises - just wait, you'll see. Some people on the show had press (how lucky I am) and just as few other fans in the crowd bought tickets that One Direction sold through their website. Which brings me to the next question that you might ask... 2. Why can't I get tickets for this?
According to fans in the crowd, the tickets that 1D did put up for sale on its website were very, very limited. Most of the people who got them said they felt incredibly lucky. As the show was limited to a stand-up venue, many were get closer to the stage and the boys than was possible on one of their arena tours3. Wait, why aren't there any Christmas songs? I
know I know. I know I know. Christmas, so where are all the holiday songs? Aren't we all secretly hoping for a 1D version of Baby, It's Cold Outside, to appear suddenly at some point? (A. yes -- or maybe it's just me.) But the TV special was specifically about One Direction, their biggest fans, and most importantly, their new album, Four, which was released
just days before filming the show. Where was zane the day before? If you're a big fan of 1D, then you've probably already heard of it, but the day before this concert filming was a One Direction Today show performance - you know, a performance where zane Malik was nowhere to be found. This caused a whirlwind of rumors to float on the internet (because
it's 1D and that's exactly what people do), but, from what I can tell, the poor guy was just sick. Shortly thereafter, he flew to a special concert on TV. Although, to be honest, at a private concert he also did not look very good. But we'll get to that later.5 Why does everyone look so cold? It's in Florida, right? Yes, the special tv was filmed in Orlando, Florida. But,
for most of the filming, it was about 40 degrees outside. On my drive home, the temperature dropped to 37 degrees. Although the people in the crowd were from all over the world, a lot of the audience is made up of Floridians, and no one expected it to be in the 40s in mid-November in Florida. No one. You may notice me in the crowd wearing a black beanie,
a giant scarf and a constant look that says: Oh my God, I'm so happy right now, but I've also lost all the feeling in my legs. The boys, however, wore almost nothing and seemed good all the time. Poor Louis did seem a little cold at times though. What the heck on Liam's jeans back? Maybe I was the only one confused with this, but I couldn't figure it out for a
long time. As soon as I came to the conclusion that the scarf was in the back of my pants, another question came into my head: How does it stay put as it runs around the stage? He was tied to his waist loop. I know. Were Liam's parents really there? Yes! They were. He said hello to them during filming at one point. After spreading the word about where they
stood, many fans approached his parents during the show and asked for photos with them, to which they kindly obliged. It was all very sweet.8 The boys started singing Frozen Let It Go at one point? Oh yes. It happened. Well, anyway, for a few seconds. In between filming songs and commercial transition bits, the boys had their fun themselves and Niall,
Harry and Liam (OK, mostly Harry) burst into song. Because why not? It's a hit song, guys. We've all done it. Harry's rendition of the famous, cold never bothered me in any way the line is pretty epic. You can find a clip on YouTube if you are very curious. This is filled mostly just screaming girls but has 35,000 views views No one is surprised.9 Wait, do they
all wear the same jeans? Again, maybe only me, but I asked myself this question more than once. Because, frankly, all the jeans looked the same. Ripped, black, tight, more likely smaller sizes than my own jeans... You know, I was just wondering. There's no specific answer to give you this question, but come on - I couldn't be the only one thinking about it.10
Is it just me, or does zane look kind of sad? If you're wondering why zane might look a little down throughout the show, it may be because he kind of made look a little sad throughout the shoot. Of course, it also looked very good, but it doesn't make sense. He was the most subdued of the five, and by far the quietest. But let's give the guy a break, he was
apparently sick, just got on a flight from London and was wearing only a cardigan and a T-shirt in the cold. Having said that, his hair? Pretty stunning. What else did I miss without being there? If for some reason a TV special makes you feel more jealous that you weren't there and not all warm and fuzzy inside, because it's just so damn wonderful to watch,
then I'm here to fill you up on what you missed. First, what is it like when people throw things at boys while they're on stage? Not only were teddy bears or notes thrown throughout the shoot (it's kind of cute), but also half-chewed pretzels, skittles, and everything in between hit the guys more than once. Does it get the growth out of them? Well, sometimes. But
how would you like to be hit with partially eaten food while you perform a private concert for your biggest fans in the cold? Exactly.Other than that, what you see in a special TV is pretty much exactly what happened at the concert - but with newer footage that I and other concert-goers are just as excited to see for the first time as you. It was a wonderful
experience to see such talented performers and such dedicated fans. Okay, it was very cold. But no one cared at the time. The music was great, the concert was fun and the boys were kind - always thanked us for sticking out through the freezing, four-hour shoot. And that's very wonderful. Images: Gifi (11) (11)
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